2008 pontiac grand prix headlights

We have a Pontiac Grand Prix. We have replaced the bulbs and checked the fuse which was
okay but the front headlights still will not come on. The bright head lights and running lights
still work. We had it put on the machine and the person said it was a wiring issue. Brandon
answered 9 years ago. Michael answered 9 years ago. I had the same exact issue with my grand
prix. In that insance it was a faulty parking brake switch. The parking brake deactivates the
headlights and DRL.. Depending on which headlight switch you have, GMs column mounted
headlight switches are notorious for going out and only killing only the low beam headlight
function marker lights and high beams still work. The dash mounted switches do not have the
same issue. Hope one of them help you. Robert answered 9 years ago. Michael answered 7
years ago. Omg my day lights not working would my emg brake have anything to do with it ,, I
have tried new Bulbs, nothing ,, the car still dings letting me know that I have left my lights on
but they not working ,, It seems they are in drive in mould!! Sean answered 6 years ago. Faulty
neutral safty switch A few times and its always worked. Just had the same problem with my
pontiac grand prix. The headlight switch was replaced with no luck. The fuses and the
headlights were checked and they were both fine. Finally it was figured out that the relay
needed to be replaced. Hope this helps all of you fellow grand prix owners! I decided to replace
both low beams and when I did this, both light don't work at this time. Sean answered 5 years
ago. I have a 07 grand prix 6 cyl. Its been 2 months without any problems. The relay is located
under the hood in the fuse box labeled 35 DCM Module. I got mine from; rockauto. I have a 02
grand prix. All my lights work okay but when I put my turn signal it won't flash. And just the left
side of my emergence lights turn on? Joe answered 5 years ago. You da man! Thanks for the
pics of the relay and box position. Of course they do this on purpose. Cody answered 5 years
ago. Thank you Sean. I've been wondering why this kept happening. It totally worked. I really
appreciate you. Becca answered 4 years ago. Changed the fuse worked for about an hour is
back to not working. What else should I look for? Heather answered 4 years ago. I have a grand
prix, low lights are not working. Mechanic says there is no power from fuse box but wants
dollars just to look, what could cause. I have tried everythrelse I have read on here. Heather
there a relay switch for the lights have Auto Zone or Orelliy they can look and find for you.
JmoNeY24 answered 4 years ago. Try wiggling the wires that are near the fuse box under the
hood and see if the lights come on and off. I have a 99 grand am I don't have headlight new
bulbs what else can be and if it a fuse what number i want toauto zone they didn't now what do
either. I have a 99 grand am I don't have headlight new bulbs what else can be and if it a fuse
what number i want to auto zone they didn't now what do either. Singlemomof6 answered 3
years ago. This may be stupid question how do you know if the relay is bad? Is it like a burnt
fuse? Cassandra answered 3 years ago. I have a pontiac grand prix and am trying to replace the
parking lamp relay but there are wires where the diagram says the relay should be? There is a
recall on the headlight modules for last gen Grand Prix's. I have an 07 GXP and have had the
recall work done. My 08 grand prix is having the headlight issue, all other lights work except the
headlights. Well after reading some of your guys' comments, I figured out what is causing it. I
opened the fuse box under the hood and the relay some of you mentioned is Well it's a nice
shiny silver pile of melted relay I'll have to upload a pic of it when I get the chance. Timothy
answered 2 years ago. The headlights arent working so ive checked all fuses and they are good.
All wires going from fuse box, under the hood to the headlights, hace power except for the
purple wire. Is there a relay in the fuse box that would cause the purple wire not to have
power?? If so, would that cause the headlights not to work?? Dan answered 5 months ago.
Replace the low beam headlight relay in the fuse box under the hood. Mark answered 3 months
ago. There was a customer satisfaction bulletin issued for this problem that GM would take care
of the problem no cost. My sons 08 just started experiencing this issue. I checked with the
dealer and it expired in After speaking with GM they do not want to fix the issue. I explained that
I bought the car used and it just now started acting up. The bright head lights and running lights
still wor The problem i am having is the neither low or high beam lights will not work on the
right side, but they both work on the left side. I have already installed a new wiring harness, still
won't work I had hid lights that blew, replaced with factory and after two days my headlights
won't even come back on.. Headlights work. It was in a fender bender front right a couple weeks
ago. I replaced blinker bulb next to fog light and clear taped head lamp cover. For some reason
my power windows won't work my power seats won't work the door locks won't work the brake
lights won't work only the middle brake light works on my Pontiac Grand Prix does anyo
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Add Complaint. Takata recall. After driving my vehicle at night on the highway I noticed my low
beam lights would not come on also no daytime running lights. I pulled over shut car off
checked connections and fuses turned cat back on still no low beams. Car is turned off but
headlights just randomly come on and a loud fan blowing type noise under the hood. Lowbeam
lights turn off at same time randomly while driving. This is very hazardous and your "safety
coverage" only covers hdm modules to be replaced which is a temporary fix lasts usually 2
months this is widely known issue on these vehicles dating back to and if I get in a serious
wreck due to your negligence I will be taking action. I'm sickened you would cover the costs of
a permanent fix when your customers are such at a high risk of fatalities while driving. Search
CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket leak engine complaint electrical issue heater
complaint transmission complaint paint defect Grand Prix recall. Upon starting of the car under
normal conditions, noticed a slight burnt electrical smell, after inspection of the engine
compartment, I did not notice any smoke or obvious signs, and the smell went away, this
happened twice while out shopping at various places. On the final leg of the trip on the way
home, I noticed the smell becoming more apparent, and the smell was noticeable at traffic light
stops. Once home, I once again inspected the compartment, and noticed a melted spot on the
top of the fuse box, after opening, the low beam relay was burnt beyond recognition and fused
to the wiper relay. In order to use headlights, I now have to replace the whole fuse box due to
the burnt spot in the cover and the fuse box. See attached pictures. I could not attach the
picture of plastic dust which is what is left of the relay, due to size limitations. Low beam
headlights go off, and sometimes on again by themselves. This happens after dark, while
driving. It also happens in early evening when headlights should be on. This has been
happening for a few weeks. Looking on the internet, I see there is a recall for this in models.
Was driving down road and smelt a burnt odor, found out my low beams where not working.
Once home, I popped the hood, opened the fuse box and found it smoking. Quickly
disconnected battery cable. Further observation, found low beam relay started melting and
must have caused small fire. Burnt part of the fuse box. The contact owns a Pontiac Grand Prix.
While driving at various speeds, low beam head lamps failed to function intermittently. The
vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was 77, The contact stated that while driving at 45 mph, the headlights failed to remain
illuminated. The contact stated that the failure recurred several times. The manufacturer was not
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Lights will work when car is started
and will go out as I am driving or will not come on at all. VIN search says no recall on my year,
but this same exact issue is in recall for and Grand Prix. This is a safety issue for my vehicle
and I have now been pulled over and ticketed by the police for having headlight issues. Low
beam and driving lamps keep cutting out, stop working. Sometimes they work correctly then go
through a series of shut downs. Especially at night I have to use hi beams to get off the road or
get home. The headlamp module stopped working causing the low beams to go out when my
daughter was driving home one evening. I researched this and found that this is a recall for cars
through but GM refused to handle this on my Lowbeam headlights suddenly quit while driving
causing me to almost run off road. This is directly related to the GM recall concerning the
sudden failure of the hdm without any warning. The recall not cover my Pontiac at this time.
Was told "under investigation". Sudden loss of lights at higher speeds will cause deaths.
Headlights intermittently go off while driving. GM dealer tested extensively and could not
duplicate in shop. Suggested I drive to their shop when it happens at night again, but not open
at night! GM recall on other cars with the same problem When I called GM they said there is no
recall for the lighting issue I am suddenly having. They agreed to have the shop look at it again
but per [xxx] at X [xxx], if they can't duplicate it in the shop "how can we prove there is a
problem". I explained I had heard on the news that other GM car's had this exact same problem
and would I need to video when it happens? I am willing to try again with the excellent shop but
I don't expect resolution. Thank you as I suspect I am not the only one experiencing this
dangerous condition. The daytime running lights stopped working while I was driving at night. I
could not turn them back on manually or by restarting the car etc. The high beams, turn signals,
etc. Were not affected. The following day and for 2 weeks the problem did not reoccur that I
noticed while driving during the day or night. After 2 weeks, the daytime running lights

completely stopped working and I had to have the headlight relay module replaced. There is
currently a recall on other GM models for this problem. Within a month of purchasing a
pre-owned Pontiac, Grand Prix from mike smith Buick GMC, located in lockport, NY, I realized
the sensor for the passenger airbag would turn off and on while I have a passenger weighing
over lbs in the passenger seat. I notified dealership and made an appt. On Sept 22, My car went
in for service on September 29, The technician informed me he reset the module but no codes
were coming up for the electronic control unit and this was too expensive and time consuming
to fix and would not be covered under the New York state lemon law warranty. This concerns
me as a safety defect and I would like to know if this is covered under General Motors
corporation. Low beam headlights shut off during driving. Have owned the car for about 8
months now and has happened 4 times randomly 3 on the interstate. The high beams will still
work. Just have to pull over and wait until they come back on. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Driving without or with faulty headlights means exposing yourself
and your passengers to danger and worst, death. Damaged head lights is one of the major
causes of accidents that wasted the lives of many innocent people. These people could have
been the hope of our society but their future is compromised just because of one headlight.
Well that's life, so many complications can arise from one mistake. But what if the life of the
people you value the most is the one at stake? That is why it is a must to ensure that the
lighting components of your car specifically they head lights are kept in constant optimum
condition. Driving under low visibility conditions especially at night requires an efficient head
lights to provide the vitally needed lights. No matter how clear or how sharp one's sense of
sight may be, it will still be of no avail if lights are not around. Lights also allow better visibility
not only to light up the way but also to make the car more visible to other drivers or to people
passing across or along the street. Mounted on the sides are clear corners, side marker lights
and cornering lights. At the back are taillights, rear break lights and stop lights. In front are
headlights or head lams , fog lights and front end parking lights. Pontiac Grand Prix headlights
can be a good choice from among the varied products in the market. As a Pontiac make, such
type of car headlights can also add up a sporty look that can set it apart from the rest. Headlight
improvement can change the usual stance of your car aside from much better visibility.
Replacement headlights like Pontiac Grand Prix headlights can give you that change. There's
no harm in trying so go on! The Pontiac Grand Prix has been phased out for 10 years, but the
amount of Grand Prix in running condition is still high. This means parts are still in demand. A
short circuit can cause your headlight bulbs to burn out prematurely. A failing switch often
leads to your headlights not turning on. It may also cause an erratic operation, causing the bulb
to wear out prematurely. Regardless of the cause, a failing fuse affects your headlight as it
interrupts the supply of electric current to the headlights. Failing headlight bulbs can get you
into trouble so before you head out for a drive, step out of the car and inspecting all your lights.
The time you need to replace the headlight assembly is if. Again, it depends on the type.
Halogen headlights are the cheapest since they're the most common. Xenon and LED
headlights are both on the expensive side. The answer to this question depends on the type of
headlight used by the Pontiac Grand Prix. A halogen headlight normally lasts around 50, miles,
but xenon and LED headlights can last a bit longer than that. Fortunately, headlights don't go
busted without warning. Just like any other type of light, headlights go dim first before
becoming completely ineffective. Compared to LED lights and standard light bulbs of the past
decades, halogen headlights provide superior illumination. Just like halogen headlights, xenon
headlights illuminate better than standard headlights. In fact, xenon headlights even illuminate
better than halogen headlights. The same could be said for the life spans of xenon
headlights--they last longer than both standard and halogen headlights. And despite producing
brighter illumination, xenon headlights are more energy-efficient than their halogen
counterparts. Low energy consumption--this is one of the primary advantages of LED
headlights. And just like xenon headlights, LED headlights last longer than halogen headlights.
One unique thing about LED headlights is that they're generally small in size, which allows for
greater headlight customization. Lastly, LED headlights are eco-friendly as they don't contain
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